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ABIR Kohli watched the whole
episode with rapt attention. He
had been sent the taped version
of an episode of lassi [aisi Koi
Nahin (JJKN) - the one where
Iassi endorses Mercedes. Kabir
wasn't sure if he was shocked or sur-

prised. Calling his friend, Vidyut Kakkar, the ad agency man
who had sent him the episode, Kabir said: "Iassi as brand en-
dorser is not making sense"] thought she was the ordinary gal
with ordinary dreams. She does not even come across in profile as
one who cares whether she has a car or not. I am totally confused:'

Said Vidyut: "[assi is now undergoing an extreme makeover to
become an ultra stylish, cool girl. So, all the brands are jumping on
this transformation wagon wanting to be part of the makeover; but
you are right - Mercedes does seem a little out of place - maybe
their strategy is to dare the common man to dream big:' But Kabir
said: "Mercedes ne paisa diya hoga, nahin toh [assi itna thodi baat
karegi uske baare mein?"

"Now we are talking;' said Vidyut. "Place four or five brands
strategically in your film, isme khoob paisa hai, life ban jayegi!"
Kabir, at 26, was turning film producer. His maiden film was about
to go on the floors. His father, an eminent film producer, would
only guide him, but he had said: "The decisions have to be yours.
In this business, you learn a lot and lose a lot. If you don't want to

Brands do get great mileage when placed in a movie.
'But if it disrupts creative expression, then it's not
on,' says Ashutosh Gowariker

This case study was first published in BW, 25 APRIL 2005

lose,
go slow,

think, evalu-
ate, discuss, watch..:'

Kabir, who had grown up in the lap of the film industry, knew
one thing: a lot of the old rules of the industry had changed and
were still changing. Competition was one thing, but what was con-
sidered saleable at the box office was rapidly being redefined. Old
formulae were in doubt. New formulae were yet undefined. Raising
money for a medium budget film meant Rs 12 crore. His father
would invest a small part, but wanted returns. Placing brands was
so simple, he thought.

Vidyut, who had been his senior, had been subtly prodding Kabir
to place a few brands in his film. Kabir was not sure how this
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worked. He could not take silly risks. Kabir knew it was too early to
ask his dad for advice. He was meeting Armaan Chaudry, the man
he had chosen to direct his film. Kabir decided he would tactically
roll in the brand placement idea and check Armaan's reaction.

But when they met at lunch, Armaan was in a strangely poetic
mood. "You know what makes a film memorable?" he asked
abruptly. "When you leave the theatre taking the characters with
you. Take Swades; now that's a mOVIe.And that's the kind of movie
you should be thinking about. You need to design your film sensi-
bly,plan it well. Don't think about lavish sets, etc. Just open your
mind to think detail. The detail should stun and grip ... Swades'de-
tail lay in its 5-6 very strong but very distinctive characters. Each
one was real. Each one had to be there, each one had a story to tell.

his future?' Yet, weren't each of those conflicts present in the en-
dearing Bhargava?"

Kabir looked at Armaan, his chosen director. Armaan had been
an assistant to Kabir's father and his dad had said: 'Now that is one
guy I will work with blindly.' This was Kabir's first film production.
Like others his age who came with a pedigree, Kabir dreamt of his
first film rocketing him onto the top of the charts. All that needed
big money! But now after hearing this passionate monologue he
wasn't su . what to say anymore. "Yaar, picture banana hai ...'he
said at last. d Armaan said, 'No, picture nahi banana hai tumhe,
you need to ,make an expression of serious cinema. Gone are the
days when ~ viewer bought a soppy love story wrapped in songs.
Today Kabir'rora situation change ho gaya hai. The expectation

The scene is based in the US,where Coke ~,thecommon brand.
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greater attention to the link between Shah Rukh, the model, and the soft drink

There would have been no Swades without even
one of them. In isolation you could say,
Melaram? Postmaster? Even the sarpanch, I
wasamazed how keenly his character was de-
fined.He was not exaggerated into a demon,
eviland disgusting. He was the basic power
figurethat operates in villages. Can you think
ofanyother film, save Lagaan, where you had
4-5very solid characters who supported the
hero,yet, repeat yet, the hero would not be able
to tellhis story without them? Finally, the hero
wasthe melting pot of those characters. That film
waslikereading a book - deliberate but not slow; it
wasvirtual poetry!

"Kabir, that's the kind of film you should make. Now how are
filmslike that made? Not with a formula that says four songs, one
romance, one comic relief and one demonic character. In fact, I
evenfeelthere was no story in the sense of a story in Swades. It was
justa sliceof life. In that slice, there is no beginning, no ending, no
heightenedexcitement, no depressing lows.Any slice of life has fine
shadesof every emotion.

"What the director did was show that slice of Mohan Bhargava's
lifewhile subtly also saying: 'Oh, but look, what is Mohan Bhar-
gava'spursuit at allwithout the subtle impressions of Melaram, the
quietdignity of the postmaster, the mouse-like character of the
sarpanch,and the young boy with new-born dreams ....' The girl
wasthe romantic interlude, but she was also the sutradharwho put
intowordswhat the collective minds were saying, thinking, feeling,
ideating.Subtle? That's serious cinema. And what was Mohan
Bhargavaif not a collective expression of the rebellion of the
sarpanch,the flighty ambitions of Melaram, the idealistic vision-
arypostmaster and the innocent perception of the young boy?
uchcraft,such art... Mohan Bhargava, the character, is made up of

allthesepeople. Yet,see, if we saw them in one Mohan Bhargava we
wouldsay,hmmm, very elegantly-managed individual. But when
weseeMelaram's flighty dreams we cringe, we get frustrated over
thepostmaster's slowness, we look at the little boy and say: 'What is
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fron\ the film industry is enormous. The songs and
lyr\:s just support the storyline, but its absence

does nothing to the story's impact.
"Today's consumer wants respect, wants to

know how really you have understood his life
and its predicaments. Yes,he wants entertain-
ment too, but believe me, he does not want
only entertainment. He wants to be chal-
lenged. And ifhe is coming to watch your film,

it's because he expects that somewhere, you are
smarter than him. Somewhere you will tear

open his heart and scrape out a tissue of emotion
which he didn't know existed. If entertainment is all

he wants he can turn on the TV set. There is a lot of es-
capism there. Today's cinema, the kind that Ashutosh Gowariker
makes, the kind that Farhan Akhtar makes, these are the movies of
the thinking, feeling Indian. The Indian consumer who wants to be
taken seriously, who wants to see a sensible India on screen."

Vidyut, who had joined them while Armaan was talking, now
said: "I agree the viewer wants some reality, but too much reality
does not entertain. If not, why else would a consumer go for the
huge dreams painted in ads? Why does he believe that drinking
liquor makes him a real man? Imagery. We all live through the im-
ages; we drink Pepsi for the illusion of freedom."

Armaan smiled: "You use imagery because that is the only way
unreal products can sell. For me, a film cannot be too fantastic. It
has to be close to life. You talk of a consumer. I have studied them
closely - in buses, trains and Honda Cities. That consumer has
evolved and this is the point you are missing. Consumers don't
change; they evolve. Change is too drastic and only imagery can
cause change. Reality, if presented and portrayed well, causes evo-
lution. Ads happen, but the consumer still makes his choice, na?
Choice is a function of an evolved mind, a mind that has subli-
mated lower values through experience and understanding. Such a
consumer can equally watch a Mujhse Shaadi Karogi and a Swades.
But ask him which one he took back with him!"

Before Kabir could say anything, Armaan continued: "OK, let
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me take you to your own turf. You have ads that make a lot of noise maker I feel you should first focus on the film's evolution and create
and sell cola. And you have quiet ads that simply tell you about den- a stunning creative expression - then go look at profit, costs, etc.
tal care. In which category does the consumer apply thought while "In India, films are a huge medium, so brands will seek entry. But
buying? For which category do you say 'thanda do!' and for which then, every product is a brand and has four to five rivals. It is diffi-
one do you ask by brand name?" cult to be natural without being brand conscious. Whereas in the

Naturally, when Kabir mentioned brand placements, Armaan 1970s, when a Rajesh Khanna walked into a college canteen and
quailed: "No, no, no, it takes away continuity, takes away spontane- said 'Bearer! Ek Coca Cola aur ek Fanta!' we never thought: 'Ahh,
ity from my actors." Vidyut tried to appeal, but Armaan was firm. there is a Coca Cola and Fanta advertising situation: Because it was
"Would you like it in said: 'In that TVC for the cola, make sure that natural for the hero, in a romanl' c mood, to order soft drinks and
the poster of my film Kitni Door appears for eight seconds? Same sing a song. Likewise, in Swades, allowed the products to simply
thing, na? Neither is adding value to the other. Why create clutter? be! When you saw a laptop - it h ppened to be a Mac. Or when he
You have 60 seconds to make an advertising appeal, I have my three gets a mail, it happened to be frofI\ Fedex; there was no deliberate
hours to make human appeal. Mix nahi kama!" But seeing the lost close-up, focus or commercial intention. Nothing was played up.
look on Kabir's face, Armaan said: "OK, since we were talking Yeh life hai, along with humans, pro ucts coexist, period."
Swades, let us meet Gowariker and ask him what he feels." Soaking in the words enthusiastic y,Kabir said: "Sir, mine isgo-

The next day, at Ashutosh's office, Kabir began: "My financial ad- ing to be a youthful musical. For me, ight now, brands are just a
visor firmly believes that it is foolish to reject brand placements be- financial method, nothing more. Yet, can it be done creatively too,
cause there is so much money in it. But Armaan is reluctant; he without compromising on creativity?"
finds it an intrusion, and feels it puts a brake on the creative flow." "Why not?" said Ashutosh. "You need to use intelligence and in-

Smiling, Ashutosh said: "Classic dilemma of all filmmakers! genuity; innovate and ideate the placements, whereby they get their
What is important is how smoothly it fits into a story. Youth-ori- positioning, and yet it does not affect your story flow. It has to both
ented romantic comedies lend themselves to brands. But when a relate as a brand to consumers and as a generic product to other
brand intrudes into a dramatic scene, it disrupts the flow of emo- viewers. You can't simply place brands; i~Sa different art for me.
tion. The brand works like a commercial break on the You can't say, 'I am making a film chalo Coca Cola daalte
viewer's mind. I even go to the extent of excluding ~~2iin~~ hain, paise mil jayenge'. It's ad promotion for the
from every frame any written matter like an ad or brand if not placed well. Say, it is a romantic scene;
hoarding. The viewer, after years of his reflexes the boy is about to propose to the girl. And just at
being 'trained' to respond to the appearance of that moment, in comes a soft drink. 1am so car-
a hoarding with 'now read it', tends to lose ried away by the romance, when the product
touch with the emotion flow and instead comes in 1groan 'Oh God!' 1don't want to see
starts reading the ad. You should think of a brand coming in there.
yourself as the audience and see how to keep "Trouble is, the advertiser does not see it
the viewer pinned to the story. Then like me, that way. He should be asking, where is the
you too will find that any written text or brand product coming, why is it coming, how is it be-
causes distraction:' ing positioned in the film. If it is a bike, the ad-

"But there were so many brands in Swades" vertiser should know, is the hero going to rescue
said Kabir. "I was not distracted ... how come?" the heroine using the bike or is the bike going to be

Said Ashutosh: "The trick lies in being natural. My part of an accident? The filmmaker might even readily
character Mohan Bhargava, being US bred, is naturally prod- agree to place a brand for financial gains. He will say, 'Kuch
uct and brand-driven. His whole life is governed by products: deos, karte hain, kuch thod nikalte hain, kuch situation banate ham; kahin
colas, laptops, mineral water, etc. They are part of his life and, fit kar dete hain' It should not be about 'fitting' the brand, but going
hence, a part of the film. But if they had been 'placed' there, they beyond the contract. But as a film maker, you should not compro-
would appear 'forced'. Thatwould stilt his performance, and two, mise on your creativity.
they would 'become' a part of the film - I would be under con- Brands are integral to human society. So be natural about it. Film
tractual direction to do close-ups at random points in the story. In making is very evolved and intense today. So how do you remain
that scenario, you would see Fa the brand, Marlboro the brand and natural and not conscious that 'this is Coke' and not 'this is a cola'?
not a deo, or a packet of cigarettes as Mohan's accessories. See what We see an artful placement of a brand in Mission Impossible where
1mean? Deliberate placing of a brand strains creative expression. Tom Cruise comes down all the way from the top in the heist. He is

"Had 1'placed' the ads, there would be contracts, then 'our prod- hanging upside down and he is supposed to open a particular com-
uct should be on screen for a minimum of 80 seconds, and this is bination lock and he does that with the use of a laptop. He pops
the kind of prominence it should get'. Yes, from the advertiser's open the laptop and you see the Mac symbol and Tom Cruise doing
point of view, it is legitimate. But from my point of view, I do not the task. It was a well thought-out placement which was followed
want my cinematic grammar to be dictated by these external forces. up with a print ad. Likewise, after Swades, Fedex released about 4-5

"Both Lagaan and Swades were, for me, an inner expression. And ads in which they used the train image where you see Shah Rukh,
I found expression because of the quality of the audience. And this Melaram and a Fedex packet. It was done subtly but effectively."
is what you need to watch for keenly. Armaan was intrigued: "But, tell me, almost every product aper-

Today, the trigger for excellent cinema is there. Equally, there is son uses today is branded. While films will portray real life situa-
huge distraction from these external forces that draw you away tions, a brand appearing, even unwittingly, can distract, don't you
from creative expression towards cost management. As a film- think? The shoes will either show the Swoosh or the Adidas



-------
stripes ... I just become very stifled by the awareness!"

Ashutosh agreed: "Don't worry, I too had trouble with the min-
eral water that Shah Rukh uses in the film. Today, every mineral wa-
ter is associated with a soft drink, so I created my own brand,
Aquarius, my star sign! If he is going to drink it so much, then I
don't have to bother about it coming into frame all the time. You
don't want to see Aquafina, Bisleri in every shot where he drinks.

"Equally, some things you cannot get away from - especially if
they stand for a real life ethos and lifestyle. For example, there are
two things which are quintessentially American: Marlboro and
Coke. Mohan Bhargava smokes. I had to show Marlboro as a
brand. Particularly in that closeup shot where he asks Geeta to hide
it. For me, in the storyline, it was a product. Mohan Bhargava
smokes, it had to be cigarettes. The brand was not critical, but be-
cause he is from the US, the cigarette had to be the essential Ameri-
can Marlboro.

''Another similar situation was right at the start, where his an-
swering machine is on and there is a Coke can. None of them were
planned. Coke in an American house on any table is natural. Of
course, my enthusiastic assistant whispered to me: "Sir, Shah
Rukh Khan is Pepsi, maybe we should place Pepsi." But
this is my point. The story is about Mohan Bhargava,
not Shah Rukh. The scene is based in the US,
where Coke is the common brand. Any attempts
to change it to Pepsi would draw greater atten-
tion to the link between Shah Rukh the model
and the soft drink brand. It would have been
fartoo contrived and that would be the exact
point at which my story, my creative gram-
mar,would have been sullied:'

"But sir, we also saw a host of toiletries in
hiscaravan like Fa, Gillette, etc.Why didn't you
think of changing those?" asked Armaan.

"I saw no need;' said Ashutosh. "What you saw
were toiletries, his way of life. People like Mohan
Bhargavaare made up of multiple brands. Those prod-
ucts in my film were an expression of a way of life of an indi-
vidualwho has lived many years in a developed economy. So un-
derstand what the products are doing in the story line -- they are
speaking about a way of life. Equally, if I had created new names,
eventhat would distract and I will tell you why. We have, in our
minds, a stored picture of people from different cultures, and that
picture has colours and shapes that give familiarity to the average
American lifestyle. Like seeing a toothpaste in a bathroom. You
thinkof it as a toothpaste, not as Colgate. So if I get caught up with
brand names, you, the viewer, get caught too:'

Kabirwas amazed that so much thought went into a minute is-
sueasbrands and their impact on audiences. He asked: "Sir, when
wasthe first time you experienced a brand placement being a speed
breaker?Rather, did you?"

"Brand placements have been there for a long time;' said
Ashutosh, "I have heard of the Topaz blade radio spot running in
thebackground when the hero is shaving. That I think was really
subtle, really good. As for me, I had neither aversion nor liking,
thougha lot of offers came in. While Rs 30 lakh is a big amount, and
youmay think I am foolish to reject it, I am also making a creative
choice,don't forget. Filmmaking is our career, Kabir, and comes
witha certain ethos. According to me, brand placements is a very
star-driventhing. If I make a movie with a star or with newcomers,

brand placements can be made in both cases. When you have a
Shah Rukh or Amitabh who are both so advertising-friendly, an ad-
vertiser would certainly see an opportunity to place an ad.

"I would do it if I could incorporate it into the film and if I had
the creative freedom to place it the way I want. It would give me a
lot of kick if I could bring in a product and showcase it in a clever
way. Subhash Ghai did it in Karz, with the HMV turntable. It was
done nicely and it was credible. And it did not intrude; it was subtle,
quiet an~egant.1t came at the right time in the right place and it
went awa qually quietly and left an impact."

Seeing t eir faces with various emotions flashing non-stop,
Ashutosh gtinned and said: "OK come, let us talk to a good mar-
keter friend of mine and ask him what he thinks. You need to ex-
amine both ides," Calling Dev Mathias, he introduced his guests
and the issue t hand.

Said Dev: " a marketer, I am not sure if I would recommend
brand placement. I cannot measure the impact it would have on
the brand. Generally, marketers talk of top of mind awareness
(TOM) through product placement. I agree that the TOM shoots

up - people mention it more ...hence I would probably launch
a brand through a popular TV soap. But for an estab-

lished brand to be placed ...what is the real benefit?
But the moot question is: is my job as a mar-
eter only to build TOM? Marketers are being
deluded by this phrase. The first marketing
objective is to build awareness. But even
there, I would rather have only my target
segment. My biggest driver is intention to
purchase. Therefore, what is the intention
to purchase among this 'aware' population?
Marketers have totally got trapped into this

awareness bit these days. I am aware of Dove,
Camay, etc., but I will go in for Rexona. How

are marketers measuring purchase intent?
"Media-buying agencies come back to you and

say that TOM scores have increased by 50 per cent after
the Mercedes featured in [assi. Does that mean if I go to buy a

car I will buy the TOM brand, Mercedes, because I saw [assi last
night? Do we think the consumer is stupid? Marketers feel that the
rub-off effect is overpowering from popular actor to product. I
think the actor and the product operate by different principles.

"I really don't care about TOM. How much of that TOM is con-
verting to sales? How can TOM be an indicator for my success?
Even salespeople say: 'Ad achcha chal raha hai ...dealer khush hain.
And this is touted by marketing as a major achievement. I think the
final conversion to sales is what needs to be measured. So brand
placements? No value addition!"

Silence followed the click of the speaker phone disconnecting.
Ashutosh said to Kabir: "I liked the assurance with which he speaks
of his business. That's the assurance with which we need to feel
for our business. Even 10 years ago, I may have felt differently,
but, today, filmmaking is a serious career. Just take a look at some
of the films today and examine why they leave a lasting impression
on audiences. Success lies in managing the details. No more
glossing over.

"You know, Kabir, this is finally about filmmaking, and not
about positioning a brand. This is more about the nuances of film
making and what goes into positioning a film in the minds of the
viewer consumer. So don't miss the woods for the trees!" •
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pear lucrative, But rejecting BP is a 'creative
choice' only (or those who are in a position
to say 'no' to rtoney.

So is a big tfting being made about BP?
To understand hat, one needs to get into
what goes into filmmaking. The funda-
mental ingredients are the story, actor and
narrative. Take a scene where the actor is to
work on a laptop. You can put any com-
puter there and shoot, it does not matter.
The producer will say,why don't we speak
to Compaq or IB~nd we can get some
money and then w can show the viewer
that, hey, see, Shah R Khan uses IBM.

Now, the reality is that Shah Rukh Khan
uses a Mac in real life, he is a Mac junky. If I
put a PC there, he is going to be extremely
uncomfortable. So I say no, givehim a Mac.

Smart Placing
The author is the son of Javed Akhtar and Honey Irani; his debut film, Dil Chahta Hai won the National Award
for best Hindi feature film. This was followed by Lakshya, a widely acclaimed 1m.

FARHAN AKHTAR

T
HE biggest driver of change
for Indian cinema in recent
years has been the birth of mul-
tiplexes. There is now an envi-
ronment for viewer choice,

which has begun to reflect in a genre of
movies unfolding that were erstwhile con-
sidered commercially unviable.

More than choice, the viewer also has the
freedom to make that choice. Add to that
the numerous windows to the world that
the Internet and TV have opened up. Sud-
denly, a quantum leap seems to have been
made in reaching out for better cinematic
quality, better story lines, and more wordy
films about essential feelings.

The change that is being felt today is a
function of the multiplex opportunity that
has made it possible for different genres of
films to coexist. This has increased the de-
mand for more movies to be produced;
hence, more smaller budget movies that
concentrate on content rather than the
scale, or a phenomenal dance sequence or
action sequences.

Two films which have really done well
this year exemplify audience evolution:
Black and Page 3. Black has no songs and is a
very heavy drama film requiring a lot more
audience attention; Page 3 is a low-budget
film with no known stars, no hit songs or
dances. It carried itself entireJy on its story
line and sequencing and racy narrative.

So filmmaking as a career is becoming
very exciting for those who want to make
serious films as against formula films.

It is also allowing for creative assertion
and expression. What that has given other
filmmakers who came in at the same time
as me is the freedom to make that choice.
And because these influencers have been
completely different from those prevalent
in earlier times, the space created for us is
conducive for us to flourish as filmmakers.

Every filmmaker, the more he works,
comes to realise what his strengths and
weaknesses are. I have done two films, Dil
Chahta Hai (DCH) and Lakshya. After

DCH, people were expecting a very similar
film, but Lakshya came as a shock, albeit a
pleasant one, because at heart they did not
want another very similar film from me.
That's audience evolution.

In essence, it confirmed to me my ability
to have my own voice and deliver. That is
the realisation of my potential and expres-
sion that I have come to actualise. And it is
good to be in a business or career where you
can express as you actualise! Being able to
put it into expression sums up the feeling of
achievement in this profession. Not just
thinking, but being able to express.

Having said that, let us examine brand
placements (BP). Very simply, it needs to be
done intelligently, if at all. The minute a
brand is forced into a film, you can see it

The minute a brand is forced into a film, you can
see it disturbs, distracts and disorients. For most
people, putting a brand into a film, tucking it into
a script, has nothing to do with making the brand
work or visible; it is simple and straight money

disturbs, distracts and disorients. For most
people, putting a brand into a film, tucking
it into a script, has nothing to do with mak-
ing the brand work or visible; it is simple
and straight money. For those who view
this as an opportunity to showcase a brand
because lakhs of people will see it - who
want to place a can of cola here, or 'put a
hoarding of my cement in that fight se-
quence' - for them, too, it is money. Peo-
ple who are working on slender budgets are
in need of money, no doubt, and they go in
for it. For them, it does not matter stopping
the film to show a can being opened.

The question of BP as a creative choice
comes where the filmmaker has the choice
to not use it. Some filmmakers really have
no choice; funds from BP are funds that
they do not have otherwise. So it may ap-
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Now the producer says, ah good, so let's get
Mac to flow in some money. After all, SRK
is going to be shown using a Mac.

I am happy that SRKuses a Mac, and my
producer will make some money, and I
don't have to ask SRK to use what he is not
used to. If it was another brand or a PC, I
know that once I put him on the new com-
puter, he will stop 'being' and start 'acting'.
That will, in turn, make me uncomfortable
because my actor is no more spontaneous,
his expressions will be stilted.

For me, in DCH and Lakshya, it has been
very important that my actors are truly
who they portray and do not have to don
masks of different personalities. Please un-
derstand, who they are in real life iswhat re-
flects in their roles. I cast people who are
closest to the characters I have written. The



reason I use certain actors for certain roles
is because I recognise in them my scripted
characters. As a filmmaker, that is very crit-
ical for me. There is no black-and-white di-
vide between role and reality. It's not as if
the actor switches off being himself and
starts being the scripted personality.

You may wonder what this has got to do
with BP.You exact an excellent perform-
ance from an actor only when he is being
who he really is. As a viewer, one may say,
'Oh, great acting', but truth is he is simply
being himself. This is the point which mar-
keters fail to realise, that placing a brand
bang in the middle of a script where there
is a flow of expression, of attitude, of emo-
tion - what that brand does is sledgeham-
mer the entire process. It's a major inter-
ruption, where the actor stops being who
he is and then has to become a brand en-
dorser because he has to accommodate the
brand. I repeat, this happens when it is
done unintelligently. This is the reason why
serious filmmakers are willing to compro-
mise on economics in order to rescue the
cinematic brilliance.

The minute you plug in something that a

character would not naturally do, the actor
switches to an endorsement mode: 'I am
supposed to pick up the brand and do
something with it: It's not a natural flow of
the scene, and it is not what he would natu-
rally do, too. For example, when SRK picks
up a cola to drink, he will not say: "Ah, the
feel of a chilled cola!" If the brand company
iswilling to have it being on the ene with-
out wanting the intervention 0 e actor,
and whoever spots it spots it, then no prob-
lem. But then, that is not how it happens.

Placing a brand goes with a deal; so cam-
era has to focus, brand shot comes ~o full
screen, and actor has to mouth bra. -spe-
cific words or enact brand-specific a s-
which are not what he would do in a natu-
ral situation. So see, if you are comfortable
in the understanding that a can of cola ly-
ing in the background on a table and its
presence there implies that this actor drinks
it, that is a lot more intelligent brand place-
ment than wanting the actor to pick it
and say:"Oh, I love this drink."

In Lakshya, one of the opportunities to
place brands was for a lip balm which Pre-
ity's character uses. But both the producer
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and I felt it would be extremely distracting
to have the camera focus on her using the
lip balm. From a filmmaker's viewpoint, fo-
cusing on her applying lip balm does not
take the story forward in any way.From the
viewpoint ofPreity's character, who does
not draw attention to her act when she nor-
mally applies lip balm, it will now have to
be unnatural. From a creative viewpoint,
when one applies lip balm, life does not
freeze. From the consumer's viewpoint, it is
natural for people to apply lip balm, but it is
not natural for you to be thinking about
what brand she is using! Also, suddenly it
also becomes 'Preity is using Ponds lip
balm', and not the character.

BP is a good opportunity for subliminal
advertising as against 'in your face' ads. This
is more for brand managers to think about
than for filmmakers. A lot of filmmakers
will go with it, but the brand managers will
want a certain audio and a visibility for
their brand. If that is the attention and
showcasing you want for the brand, with-
out flowing with the film's creative need,
then really,they don't need to be in the film.
They may as well make an ad film.•



Evolving Tastes
KIRAN KHALAP

The author is former CEOof Bates, a published author (Halfway Up The Moyntain), co-founder of Chlorophyll
Brand Consultancy, as well as a creative and marketing consultant to a bilin ual feature film on spirituality.

A RMAAN, Vidyut, Kabir,
Ashutosh and Dev are like fin-
gers pointing to the moon.
They appear to be discussing
films, advertising and brands

- subjects that are seemingly subsets of
the larger world of business and econom-
ics. But their discussions point to very fun-
damental questions. What is the role of
films and art in human life? Is filmmaking
art or commerce? Do consumers evolve?

Armaan says:"Choice is a function of an
evolved consumer ...Ask what he takes back
with him." What, indeed, do human beings,
want to 'take back' from art? If we followed
Arrnaan's argument to its logical conclu-
sion, we would reach a heaven of meaning',
where all art is devoted to the pursuit of
meaning, and all consumers are in pursuit
of that pursuit.

Here is an outsider's point of view.
Here's Ananda Coomaraswamy in The

Dance Of Shiv a:"The life of men may be re-
garded as constituting a curve ... the out-
ward movement of this curve is charac-
terised by self-assertion... the inward
movement is characterised by self-realisa-
tion ... affirmation and denial... will and
will-surrender:'

So even though Armaan talks of a society
of evolved consumers, in reality there isn't
any. Society is most likely to ~e constituted
of levels of evolution. There will be some
human beings on the outward path, some
on the inward. In fact, most of the time, we
are busy pursuing both.

All of us need to balance the outward
with the inward. And some form of art will
help us get away from ourselves, while
some will help us return.

Armaan believes the evolved consumer
'takes away' only the meaningful. Not nec-
essarily. P.G.Wodehouse does not drive us
towards introversion, but even 'evolved'
readers remember his chapters by heart.
That's because his craftsmanship is impos-
sible to forget.

In cinema, who will look down upon the

creative energy and craftsmanship of
Groucho Marx's A Day at the Races? Only
an anal-retentive puritan who believes
laughter is sin! Groucho's film is not less
than any of Tarkovsky's creations, but its
intention is different. Tarkovsky's intention
was to use the camera as a tool of medita-
tion to study the universe. Groucho's was to
laugh at the universe.

Just as the consumer has a choice, the
filmmaker, as a creator, also has a choice:
she can create according to her svadharma.
If she enjoys creating films that entertain,
so be it. If she enjoys creating films that
make you introspect, so be it.

Finally, when it comes to the commerce
of cinema, if you don't have money, you can
make neither 'meaningful' nor 'entertain-

sales?" App<tently, in some cases, branded
entertainment does convert into spectacu-
lar sales. Pert\ctMatch.com, a dating serv-
ice, in one hollj; of exposure on a TV show,
pulled 200,OOO'hewmembers to its service
in one day!

Are there brands in India that have out-
grown the consumer's interest? If so, they
need to use branded entertainment, but the
rule is simple. The placement of the brand
in the film or TV serial has to be contextu-
ally correct. lassi sh~wing off her new Benz
is a crude device ... 4 fits nowhere. Iassi is
part of a middle-class milieu and the Benz
isn't. Mohan Bhargava smoking Marlboro
is contextually correct - he has returned
from the US. And in the US, Marlboro is
the definitive brand.

What is really the objective of placing brands in

consumers' attention
films? The goals of such ploys is to regain the

ing' cinema. Historically, art needed the
largesse of royalty to flourish. If you rely on
a financier, then obviously, the financier is
looking for returns.

Next comes the issue of placing brands
in films from the viewpoint of the mar-
keter. What is really the objective? Here's
another quote: "The goal of such ploys ... is
to regain the attention of consumers who
have the ability to avoid advertising ..:'

Simple, isn't it? If you have a brand
whose advertising ROI is diminishing be-
cause its advertising has become a blind
spot, well, branded entertainment is one of
the ways out. Incidentally, the total spend-
ing on this kind of advertising' in the ma-
ture US ad market is about $4.25 billion!
Yet,it is in a nascent stage. It is hard to gauge
its effectiveness in some cases, while in.oth-
ers, the results have been spectacular.

Dev says:"I really don't care about TOM.
How much of that TOM is converting to
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So now we come full circle. Should the
filmmaker encourage product placement?
As we have realised by now, he should only
if it helps his svadharma. Is he making a
film to entertain? Or a film that leads to in-
trospection? The BMW being used in the
James Bond film is contextually correct:
The consumer iswatching a Bond movie to
get mesmerised by high-tech gadgets, one
of them being the BMW. But if you are
making a Devrai or a Hazaar Chaurasi Ki
Maa, you would be killing the spirit of the
film if you occasionally focused on a
branded fruit juice or a branded T-shirt.
What you gain in terms of fees for such a
display is much less than what you lose.

Fingers pointing to the moon. That's
what we are dealing with. Films are in the
cusp of art and commerce. Advertising's
sole aim is commercial. When the two
meet, it is the artiste behind the film who
must decide what should be done. •
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Over the last three years, the profile of the consumer of Indian films has suddenly
changed. Why is the Indian consumer now demanding films of a different genre?
Ganes Kesari and Smita Bhattacharya of FMS-Delhi; Ajay Krishnan, IIT-Bombay's
SJMSOMS,Mayank Sinha, 11FT-Delhi,Vikramadi a Sharma, MICA, Faiyaz Ahmed,
Symbiosis-Pune, Kamalnain (a.k.a. Naina) Julka, who is with Brandspace, UK and
Satyashree S. Rout, a senior executive with ICICI~nesource, analyse the trend.
This discussion is based on the case study, 'A Filmmaker And An Ad' .,

FaiyazAhmed, Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune

Mayank: The changing trend that we are seeing in the genre and
content of Indian movies is that they are becoming supply-driven.
The movie consumer market is large enough to be segmented.
Filmmakers have their core competencies (melodrama, comedy,
etc.), which can bt\targeted at these segments profitably. It is now
profitable to be cre<\ive, talk from the heart and make great movies
- a move towards 'profitable commercialisation of art'!

Ganes: It has become clear that plain-vanilla formulae like the tra-
ditionallove stories don't work anymore. There has indeed been a
total shift in consumer preferences and a host of factors have im-
pacted the kind of movies being made today.

First, the entry barrier has been substantially lowered, with a
lot of low-budget movies being made since the consumer market
can be comfortably segmented and niche movies too have their re-
quired critical mass. Second, the threat of substitutes to movies as
an entertainment avenue is increasing with a host of other in-
door/outdoor entertainment options. Third, the movie industry is
being assaulted head-on by pirated CDs. The bargaining power of
buyers is at its peak. Today, the consumer is spoilt with choices and
is well-informed about the entertainment options available.

Meera: Ganes, I don't agree about the threat of substitutes. No mat-
ter what substitute you create, we are all diehard movie watchers,
even if it is a Biwi No.1. Filmmakers are under more pressure, ow-
ing to the new films which have a different quality.

Second, you have said film makers have to dance to the con-
sumer's tune. Did the consumer demand movies like Page 3,Morn-
ing Raga or Flavours? The point is these are not box office
dhamakas, but they are leaving audiences breathless. Movies like
Hum Turn are subtly changing cultural trends of early marriages.
The consumer has shown that he likes these 'short story' type of
movies, movies that span one day or five days (Mr& Mrs Iyer) and
not the whole life of one human. Meanwhile, movies like Waqt and
Veer-Zara continue to reinforce family ties, the Indian way. But
item numbers, Devdas-type huge dance sequences are not in the

~ running much. Remember Dil Chahta Hai?
=l

Eg Mayank: Movies are not in accordance with typical marketing the-
ories: satisfy the consumer and consumer is the king. Movies are
about the unknown, about fantasy, about desires - somewhere
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Faiyaz: One, the film industry stagnated in the 1980s and 1990s
with very few good movies being made and starred one of the three
Khans or Bachchan. A lot of distributors and filmmakers incurred
huge losses as people tired of formula films. Over time, filmmakers
and financiers have begun to put their money on subjects and sto-
ries they believe in. An example of this is Subhash Ghai's Iqbal and
Shahrukh's Paheli, Asoka and Swades.

Two, there's a growing appetite for movies like Monsoon Wed-
ding, M r&M rs Iyer, Bollywood Hollywood, which are not in Hindi,
yet are Indian movies. The NRI market, which started with Dilwale
Dulhaniya Le layenge; has become an extremely lucrative one. No
more is it critical for a movie to click in UP, Bihar, etc.

Three, a decade ago, TV had limited choices. Today, on a week-
end, a person can choose among at least five Hindi movies and
three English movies across Star, Zee, Sony, HBO, ete. Given this
huge window, a person will go to the cinema only if the offering is
appealing and different from the old formula. Thus, it is the audi-
ence, which has raised the bar and the level of expectations from a ~
movie. Four, today we have young, intellectual and creative people [
with a sense of professionalism in the film industry - directors e.
like Farhan Akhtar and Madhur Bhandarkar, producers like Sohail g
Khan, Aditya Chopra, SRK; actors like Chitrangada Singh, Rahul Smita Bhattacharya FMS Delhi
Bose, Konkana Sen and even distributors and marketers - all are ' ,
breaking stereotypes.

Lastly,the multiplex culture that has started thanks to PVR and
its ilk has made watching a movie an enjoyable experience and
brought people like me out of their homes back to the cinema halls.
It has also increased the price of watching a movie from Rs 40 a
couple of years ago to Rs 100 now - which has also gone towards
raising the consumer's value expectations.

along the spectrum of Freudian id, ego and superego - often not
expressible as 'demand'. Movies are about what the consumer did
not think would be possible, something new but which when it
finds expression is very satisfying.

Smita: To understand if the new genre of movies is gaining popu-
larity, we need to define who constitute the majority of Indian
movie viewers. More than the educated, urban, English-speaking
crowd, it is the non-elite urban and the semi- rural population that
make up the audience. That is why the hit of the year wasn't the
thought provoking and emotionally appealing Iqbal, but a movie
with inane humour and hip-shaking fare- Bunty Aur Babli.As for
me, I would watch Iqbal on DVD and Bunty Aur Babli on the big
screen. Why? Its scale and visuals would be value for money for me
only in a movie hall. Iqbal or a Page 3 would be an experience simi-
lar to reading a good book in the privacy of my home, curled up on
my sofa.

Meera: Good point, Smita. Watching a movie like Page 3 or even
Hazaaron Khwaishein Aisi is a private emotion. Not for multiplex
popcorn munching. But then talking of Bunti Aur Babli and its ilk,
even we, the elite-urban, want to chill out watching something re-
ally madcap. Give me a Govinda movie any day! Or Saif Ali Khan
humour, as in Hum Tum. Govinda is nicer also because he spans all
socio-economic levels. Saifkind of makes it clear he is premium

Faiyaz: Smita, the point is not just the emergence of a new genre of
I Ab hamar film hit hoi, Namrata Joshi, Outlook, 3 October 2005

movies for the English-speaking crowd but the fact that movies be-
ing made for the common man have changed so as to appeal to this
English-speaking crowd, which would otherwise prefer sitting and
watching DVDs at home.

Look at Sarkar, Bhoot, D, Salaam Namaste or even Swades. The
theme, message, length, picturisation, style is very different from
the past, and are attracting audiences back to the theatres. Page3,
too, is an example of art blending with mainstream cinema. Other-
wise, it wouldn't have raked in enough moolah to be among the top
10 grossers this year.

Mayank: Have the masses changed over the years, or just the qual-
ity and substance of movies made? In the 1960s and 1970s, the
quality of movies like Anand and Guide was very good and they
were big hits too with the masses. Those very masses lapped up the
running-around-trees, 'David Dhawan-Govinda' inane comedies
and Suniel Shetty's mindless action. Now it's come full circle with
quality movies like Sarkar, Satya and Black being appreciated by
the same masses. On the other hand, the hinterland of India thinks
differently, Outlook! talks of the immense success of Bhojpuri
movies and Bollywood greats like Dilip Kumar, Amitabh Bachchan
and Hema Malini participating in them. It's the coming of age of
Bollywood movies that cater to the immense cultural diversity and
richness that India is.

Ganes: Earlier, Mayank said 'typical' or 'conventional' marketing
doesn't hold true for Indian films. I disagree. There are no two ways
of marketing. In this realm too, consumer is still the king. Were
movies like Page 3 or Mr &Mrs Iyer driven by the consumer? Yes,
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they still pander to the tastes of the consumers and that is why they
were successful. Were these themes unexpected, thought impossi-
ble, and about the unknown? Yes.They were the latent, passive
preferences of the consumer. These are areas where there is a lack of
meta-knowledge, i.e., knowledge of knowledge. They are things
that the consumer doesn't know he wants. This is the true challenge
of marketing today. Producers of these movies have successfully
brought these movies to the consumer who has not consciously de-
manded these nevertheless enjoyed it.

The threat of substitutes must be seen in the light of the con-
sumer's share-of-wallet of entertainment. The share that movie
studios wrest out of his total average spend on entertainment has
come down, in spite of rising disposable incomes and greater
propensity to consume. This has been exacerbated by piracy.

Meera: Where was the consumer hiding all this while? How come
weare suddenly seeing the subtle side of the consumer?

Ajay Krishnan, IIT-Bombay's SJMSOMS

Paiyaz: I came across an interview with Shyam Shroff (Shringar
Cinemas and Adlabs) where he speaks about the time Shringar
bought the film, LaC, based on the star cast and the director with-
out even seeing a script - and burnt its fingers. More recently, the
company financed Munnabhai MBBS after getting a bound script,
doing research, monitoring the film's shooting and financing the
movie only after 50 per cent of the shooting was complete. The
movie was a huge success and is being remade in Hollywood. It's a
result of he professionalism now apparent in filmdom.

Naina: Movies are supposed to take you away from the real world
into fantas land. Most movies hence are a "super duper" success if
they cater to average IQs, less cynical and more open audiences,
who thrive <j1 take-home dialogues for days, till another "Tera kya
hoga, Kalia?\omes along to ring the vocabulary of the bemused.
Ok, now exarrnne some theories:

Theory one: Consumer is king - but not just yet: Consumer
spends on tickets, film magazines, pirated DVDs, etc - but the fact
that men still play leads with heroines half their age is proof
enough that consumer is not king (can't imagine my grandchil-
dren going to Tom Cruise movies!) Directors are trying to 'play
safe' at the cost of keeping customers occupied three hours, to en-
sure they fill their offers without risking a challenge. Call it mass
market, but I feel a rge fraternity of directors don't think much of
their audiences, fee that their aspirations can only be fulfilled on
'bada parda', and hence their emphasis on 'gaadi, bangla and
makaan' in storylines continues - only spiced up with some
raunchy numbers showing oodles of flesh. (They also seem to
think that the bulk of their audiences have a filthy mind, poor taste
and want paisa-vasooli!) Viewers are hence seen asmindless fol-
lowers, not threats; hence not yet King.

Theory Two: Flops, Flops and Flops - consumers want it
'medium' - not well done or rare! Multitude of recent flops and
the film makers did not know where they went wrong. Consumer
black box was attacked with all sorts of themes and medium-low
budget movies to see which one works; a new crop of directors
came along, who understood Generation Z better and movies like
Dil Chahta Hai happened. But box office takings were paramount
and many such thought-provoking, albeit fun, movies went down
without a whimper. SEC ABC audiences form only 12 per cent of
the movie-going world - the director has always known, that this
film fanatic, who drinks desi in Saharanpur, watches first day first
show, would not know what Page 3 means, let alone understand the
hidden nuances. Govinda, who spans socio-economic layers, does
well because that very 12 per cent look down (at his sense of fash-
ion, style, humour - and laugh AT him) and the rest 88 per cent
aspire to be like him and laugh with him! But directors, with their
limited research, have found it hard to keep both sections happy
and, hence, have made movies catering to either, in the process,
overdoing the extreme - violence, poverty, tragedy or glamour,
songs, blondeness: hence, the flops, flops, flops!

Theory Three: Risk-averse fraternity takes over - they also re-
spect their audiences: The new kids on the block are experiment-
ing, researching their projects, casting with care and trying to make
movies 'zara hat kar' ... it's working too. With most housewives
taken care of by Ekta Kapoor, men taken care of by the Bipashas and
Mallikas, there is a huge section waiting to be catered to - new
plots, new surroundings and new cinema. It's a sitting duck! Con-
sumers demand to be taken seriously; that's why this genre of
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movies is getting attention. Incidentally, high disposable incomes
need not translate to higher propensity to consume garbage
movies. But this too shall pass - directors have to explore their
consumers even better. It's not about just getting the demand-sup-
ply equation right. It is about growing with your audiences, bring-
ing them an experience they can cherish. This risk-averse breed is
trying to experiment and, 1am sure, will get their mix right. I agree
with Faiyaz, we may soon be seeing Bollywood remakes globally. As
Gurinder Chadha said, it's a shrinking world; define your audiences
in advance and you will know if the money will mint or not.

Meera: Shekhar Kapoor, in a recent interview-, said: "My guess is
that 10years down the line, the absolute revenues in this entertain-
ment business will be larger out of Asia than that out of the West.
This shift in culture and the aggressiveness of the Asian consumer
is going to be supported by a large number of that culture who ac-
tually live in that lifestyle."

Naina: Not only do marketing principles vary, given audience pro-
file, locale and history of media consumption, they also differ sig-
nificantly (perhaps even disproportionately) according to the
"time spent" in engaging the consumer in marketing the prod-
uct/service. Movies are a thriving example of the same; look at this:
• Audiences spend 6-10 minutes watching trailors before they
think about watching it.
• Audiences read reviews or get word-of-mouth approval before
making up their minds and investing time or money.
• Audiences, historically, judge the director's potential, and then
decide.
• Audiences have favourites and if they comprise the cast, they try
not to miss their movies
• Audiences hear DIs! RIs speak and decide if this is my-kind-of-
movie or not.
• Audiences trust some teams and 'seriously' will not consider
missing their performance.

And many other such filters and decision trees are processed,
before they arrive at the theatre and come out with a verdict for the
box office. Hence, marketing in this landscape is not only tough,
but very challenging and full of surprises. True, Asian consumers
are going through major shifts, cultural and perceptual. They are
growing, becoming materially-rich, time-poor and demanding
more from life in general. Shekhar's got a point. The numbers and
volumes that support this shift are too large to be ignored. For a di-
rector, these numbers define success. For a producer, they define
the ROI and, for a consumer, 'backed by popular demand'! Our tal-
ented crop of filmmakers needs to make movies to settle a simple
trade-off: a balance between their creative vision and a readyaudi-
ence for it. Success will follow suit.

Satyashree: The last time 1went to lMAXAdlabs in Wadala, I had to
pay Rs 150 per ticket instead of Rs 100. I saw a big crowd of movie
buffs from the lower income segment also lined up. It was difficult
to make out whether it was Saif and Preity's combination or the
Yash Raj banner that was doing the magic. So, the producer knew
he was going to strike the right audience. Or, am 1yet to understand
the movie craze of these Mumbaikars? When the same crowd has
an option to go for a 70mm screen at a lower price, why does it opt
for multiplexes instead? The experience still counts. Once those
2 From Shyam Bhatia, DH News Service, London, 2003

multiplexes increased their ticket price by 50 per cent, did the foot-
fall come down? No, people are still paying for the same experience.

Well, the consumer has changed and also the service delivery
format. That's where Hyderabad Blues created rave reviews and
brought in the multiplex experience revolution in Mumbai. Cin-
ema Hall ambience changed with DCH - the target group was
sharply defined and products were designed more to serve them.
Maybe, the crowd is getting more youthful.

Has the kind of crowd that goes to cinema halls changed or has
their taste?

Naina: Satya, you aren't the only one who feels the shrinking-wal-
let effect at the ticket counter. When the new cinema formats rolled
in, I remember, they brought with them a sigh of relief initially
(Thank god no 'kachra' crowd, 'seeti-maroing' behind!). But soon,
the same crowd started lining up as their affordability index started
challenging mine. (I must be underpaid.) At this point, the ticket
price vs benefit started losing its sheen and the price hike kept gob-
bling a larger share of the film-goer's wallet! 'Paisa vasooli' in metro
cinemas like these, hence, became critical and consumers started
looking around for advocates rather than burning their fingers at
their own cost!

The key genres in Hindi cinema at the moment seem to be:
• youthful, fun and 'spoofy' movies. Rich and well-groomed star
children, dressed to detail as chaffs, yet so nonchalant about it, par-
tying and chilling out with friends and learning that love is cool, re-
bellion's no longer cooler, and doing one's own thing without hav-
ing to rebel- coolest!
• Mid-segment, well researched theme movies, part commercial-
part art - Ram Gopal cadre-bunch of serious actors, glamorous
babe-at-her-best shots and a gripping tale.
• Item movies: multi-starrers, hit dance numbers, too much PR,
too much action for no cause and forced drama.
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• Cosmopolitan movies: Why not have Bhaji On The Beach and
watch it too? Movies that assume their audiences are global and try
to always communicate using metaphors with a cultural win hid-
den beneath?!
• Tragic movies: tragic as they die a sudden death in the second
week and some don, who invests millions in the movie, regrets it
fora while .
• Regular formula with a 'twist': like the same triangles with a Dev-
das thrown in! Stolen and patchy story, remix of old music and
some rotten humour.

Smita: I believe that making a good, thought-provoking movie is
likewriting a book about your experiences. The best movies are the
ones about which the director says: "I had always wanted to make
it." They come straight from the heart and are experienced and
heartfelt. That is why a Hyderabad Blues touches our hearts. I do
not believe that critically-acclaimed movies are consumer-driven.
They are driven by passion to make the audience see the world
through the eyes of the creator.

And what makes them popular? Would you like to take a break
to watch a movie which talks of poverty and a life less beautiful? Or
would you rather be transported to Switzerland and earn vicarious
pleasure dancing with Shahrukh Khan? Most people do not want
to think in a movie; they want to see and experience and be trans-
ported to a world, which they would like to be in; stories, which
make them laugh or cry but never make them feel guilty. It is plain
entertainment value we all seek, not a social message.

Experimental movies were always being made. There has al-
waysbeen a Mirch Masala or a Sparsh. Only, there never was much
motivation for distributors to pick up such movies. Today, times
havechanged; the industry has changed; society has changed and,
most of all, distribution and marketing patterns have changed.

Vikram: I think movies are about cultural contexts, all successful
movies from Mother India to Dil Chahta Hai blend beautifully into
the cultural contexts of that age (the oppressed kisan-turned-da-
coit to the empowered global youth who knows that love is as im-
portant as a decent job). By this, I mean, movies can definitely
makea context more relevant keeping the 'today' in mind.

Faiyaz: One reason why people could be heading back to the the-
atres is because the way films are marketed has changed so much.
Nolonger do you just have a trailor or song on MTV and Channel
V.A few examples: Salaam Namaste had posters and banners all
over E-square and PVR in Bangalore four months before the
movie released. Saif and Preity were on almost every TV and FM
channel talking about the movie. Mangal Pandey had Aarnir Khan
talkingcandidly about his life and opinions on politics, values, etc.
There was also the Titan-Mangal Pandey collection and even a
blog space where Aamir chatted with audiences. All this created
sucha buzz that the movie was booked weeks in advance and re-
coveredmost of its money in the first three days despite poor re-
views.Abhishek and Rani playing news readers apparently worked
\'eT}' well for Bunty Aur Babli and so did the contemporary trailors
and posters for Parineeta. The Hum Tum cartoon strips in The ~
Times of India and Saifs appearance in [assi being a classic exam- ~
pIeof the change in the way films are marketed these days. ~

is

about viewership, about audiences. But because it is a great
medium for advertising, the power balance shifts allowing for any
trash to be aired. Whereas, movies do not depend on advertiser rev-
enue. They depend on the end consumer declaring it 'paisa vasool' .
Does this mean the TV channels do not consider consumer view-
ing choice, but only advertiser choice?

NaiDa: Advertisers sign on the basis of three key things: contract re-
newal cla s, TAM and TRP ratings and a gripping storyline with
multiple . ts that keeps key audiences glued to the screen. For
mass markets these very ardently-watched serials portraying the
seven deadly ijns do well as most households watch them every sin-
gle day and it's great for building recall, etc. For consumers, the new
formats ofba -to-back sleaze seems to be doing well too as there is
an increase in RP and they never seem to get enough of trash.
Maybe, the idea is to make the housewives feel good about them-
selves.After all, every vamp in Indian TV serials is dressed in west-
ern wear or backless blouses and every dharampatni sports a man-
galsutra. The stereotypical image is encouraged and men too seem
to like it . So in effect, it's a win-win for 80 per cent junta - adver-
tisers, performers, producers and audiences!

Ganes: Let me co~ent on Tamil TV serials - some are trash, but
many do connect wi~ viewers. Then, there are the clear winners,
Chithi and Metti Ozhi . Both ran for over two years at a stretch, five
days a week! They redefined the segment of 'mega serials'. In fact,
Chithi helped establish Radaan Media, now a listed company. Why,
it also filled ordinary conversations between people on the street.

Why the connect? The serials talk of an ordinary person's life
and the characters cleverly portray the common stereotypes that
you might find in any household. Again, it is a very Indian thing to
peep into another's life and offer 'expert advice'. The family serials

Meera:Let us now examine the TV serials. After all, they are also Ganes Kesari, FMS, Delhi
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Naina: True, there is clutter. Perhaps, this very clutter is driving 1<

change and creative juices that make experimental movies. Adver- ~
tisers are looking at longer-term associations and sponsorships - Mayank Sinha, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, Delhi

Satyashree S. Rout, ICICI One Source, Mumbai

give an opportunity to do that and, thus, become the subject of
neighbourhood discussion. Lastly, the non-prime time serials help
fill the emptiness in the life of a home-maker, and India has a ma-
jority of single- income households.

The growth of TV programmes falls in three phases:
Phase 1:Demand-driven supply - Era of shortage: As was the case
with most of the commodities in pre-liberalised India, this was in
short supply too. There were limited slots available for program-
ming, even lesser for the regional languages. People lapped them
up. Example: Ramayana and Mahabharata. Advertising slots were
limited and expensive.
Phase 2: Supply balancing demand - Rapid growth: The revolu-
tion started with the launch of satellite channels. In Tamil Nadu,
Sun TV was the pioneer. In the mid-1990s, the channels started
closing in on the opportunities available and brought about a host
of innovative programming. TV serials grew in number and
started targeting their own segment. They became long, and talked
of contemporary life. Advertisers' realised the reach and hit they
were getting with this medium. This was re-emphasised by the
ever-growing television sales.
Phase 3: Excess of supply: Clutter in the market - Today with over
fifty 24-hour Indian channels, there is a glut. In a bid to 'fill up' the
slots, channels have introduced the 'mega serial' format, where the
serial runs for several years! The rise in the number of channels and
slots has given advertisers a whole lot of options. But, in such a di-
vided market, the bang-for-buck that advertisers get is question-
able. Most of them queue up for serials in the premium slots. Now,
what next?

J Bolly Good Show" by Namrata [oshi.: Outlook, 10 October 2005

as they have realised that investing in every pie doesn't help build
the brand; it only accelerates short-lived off-take. Therefore, the
need to invest in 'bankable' long-running serials. Hence, even
though Ekta's serials make little sense as they are stretched till imag-
ination loses its foothold, the fact that they have been around for
three-odd years, make them more 'dependable' and risk averse with
audiences, never mind the TRPs they accumulate.

Multiple channel choice at your fingers does encourage surf-
ing during the commercial bre - which is why 'guised' product
placement within serials has tak precedence recently. Responsi-
bility is a good word, but when it comes to fighting tooth and nail
for TRPs and bottomlines, the war loses its meaning. As someone
pointed out, in movies like Basic Instinct and serials like Sex In The
City, having sex at the drop of a hat, ~much too glamourised, with-
out a care for hinting 'use of protecti n'in this world of HIY.

Lastly, Indian audiences are wid - spanning all age groups
and family types. The burgeoning middle-class wants to hang on to
moralities whilst Generation Next makes fun of it. The confused
mix and desperate stereotypes are what you get on the telly -

~ highly dramatised and perhaps making you feel better about your-
e self. Any family will look a lot more normal than the dramas soaps
g show. And if not) well then 'that's what most households are like),

Why feel bad? \

Faiyaz: Clearly, they mean business now.There has been an in-
crease in the films made by big production houses and banners. A
Yash Chopra banner today releases 4-5 films a year compared to
once in two years until three years ago. Profitability and quality has
gained prominence with producers getting risk averse and backing
sound projects. Compared to the over Rs 2oo-crore losses incurred
by the film industry in 2003, there were profits of Rs 50 crore de-
spite fewer releases up to September 2005.3

Multiplexes are turning distributors and backing new format
projects - for example, PVR distributed Hazaron Khwaishein;
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Satyashree: Previously, the movie industry was supply-driven.
Whatever they produced was lapped up by the consumer. From the
19705through the 1980s, there was a lull in popular movie making.
Fewermovies became a hit at the box office. But the turning point
inrecent years was Lagaan, especially when it made it to the top five
foreign movies category at Oscars. It truly was a moment of reck - :I:

oning for not just Aamir Khan and Gowariker, but for the whole ~
Indian film industry. if

But the challenge for us now is - you can't take the audience ~
for granted. The whole industry has gone through a transition in 0.. • • •

the last few years after Dil Chahta Hai. Consumers are distinctly VlkramadltyaSharma, Mudra Institute of CommURICatlons,Ahmedabad
segmented and identified, and have to be served what they wish to
savour. And Naina, today, we are making movies in less than a
month - Saathiya was made in just 17 days; Aankhein in 23. Once
the target audience is identified, it is this strategy that delivers big-
gerand quicker revenues. Look at Ram Gopal Verma. Although he
does not direct all of them himself, he produces movies once in
everythree months.

And accessibility to multiplex and CD technology are the rea-
sonsbehind experimental movies that can fetch the director great
commercial success. The present movies can take up only experi-
mental perspective or commercial perspective. But never forget
'running around the trees' is still the hallmark of Hindi cinemas.
I'msure Karan Iohar will agree with this.

The consumer's taste has evolved in the last few years and their
appetite is only going to increase. Indian consumers are yet to taste
realforeign movies. It's only after the advent of cable TV that we
havestarted valuing HBO movies. I understood why Lagaan lost to
No Man's Land, only after watching the movie.

As far as TV serials are concerned, the transition and growth
nearlymatches that seen in the film industry. But now, the great
leap is about to take place - the consumer is more demanding
once he is aware of what he wants. One KSBKBT has produced
morememorable characters than all of Hindi cinema - Sholay be-
ingthe exception. But TV serials too are moving towards youthful
plotsthan the tried- and-tested saas-bahu kissas.

Multiplexes have also increased the number of shows on a single
screen to six a day compared to 3-4 in the traditional format, thus
lowering costs per print and publicity. They are also creating a new
set of audiences - for example, BPO workers who finish work in
the morning and head for a movie. Production houses like Pritish
Nandy Communications and Ram Gopal Varma's The Factory are
more professionally done and are bringing forward new talent as
well as changing the way things are done - take the case of
Chameli, which was shot in a month.

Naina: Filmmakers are discovering new territories and cultures.
Imagine, noted filmmaker Subhash Ghai represented India on the
jury panel judging the 'TV movie/mini-series' category at 2005
Emmy Awards. So it's not just the Shekhar Kapurs who are making
their mark in the global film industry ... it's the mainstream ban-
ners like Ghai's that are pulling the audiences with new plots and
formats.

Revenue forecasting, budgetary control and finish-in-two-
months are new terminologies for Bollywood behind-the-screen,
but they are learning it all right and exploring all possibilities to
'reach' and 'click' with their audiences and stretch their 'rupee' for
more numbers/value in doing so.

Meera: In conclusion: what is it that makes Indian movies what
they are, so much so that a friend in Melbourne calls long distance
to ask 'Hey, has Salaam Namaste been released on DVD?' Monsoon
Wedding, Hazaron Khwaishein, Morning Raga, Swades ... were all
very, very Indian movies, but equally'modern Indian' movies. They
satisfyingly negotiated tradition, which begged to be negotiated
(late marriages, courting before marriage, women with careers,
planned families ... ). Yet, these films unswervingly, staunchly and
stubbornly persisted with Indian tradition that we will not allow to
be negotiated - recall a rebellious Akshay Kumar in Waqt awaiting
dad's blessings before his big day - through subtle deliveries of
values like tolerance, patience, respect for the old, gratitude, prayer,
worship, parental respect. Most Indian films have all of these. Yet,
how many international movies have any of these? Indian films
keep stoking one's value index and it quietly pleases us that these
values belong to our orbit; never mind that we run around trees.
Just as no matter what the corruption and nepotism, our govern-
ment is not waging war on some far away country for nebulous rea-
sons. That we are not hated as a country means a lot to us. What
does that stand for? Indian values - which is why when a Hrithik
Roshan in Lakshya takes his beret off before a dead enemy soldier;
your heart goes thud-thud and tears mist one's eyes.

In the final analysis, Indian films, whether it is a Veer-Zara or a
Mr &Mrs Iyer, are about values and the triumph of values .•
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